"Thoughtlessness"

1. In presenting laws of murder - cities of refuge, a phrase that at first sight is an ordinary term in the modern legal vocabulary, yet on second sight compresses upon the human situation, a situation unparalleled tragedy as theirs.

2. And... and... and... We ourselves can I no murder, man who bears for 30 stigmas of Cain, whose breasts are forever stained with the crimson of another's blood abruptly evoked, whom society labels a "killer."

3. The pattern - that he who must bear this cruel burden. This man must bear, did not really want to kill anyone... He didn't want to. In fact...

4. Our murderers - should be really be called? It is to right that this woman who murdered unintentionally be fixed into smile, "She was...

5. Cannon, I believe, is in winds... The tragic event..."
6. What is usually first reaction of a criminal apprehended after his crimes? "I didn't realize it..." No, indeed.

7. How do alcoholics begin, or narcotic addicts? Is it not that by the thoughtless overindulgence... Yes. Hence, by consuming large quantities, often almost entirely destroy self & others.


10. atm-bred range from premeditated action as a panic move by an underlying...

11. Defense [9 8J] not be. And if, our look at... our lack mentality. Thoughtlessly set many young children cannot work anywhere different inside-outside.
12. This is meaning that:

Then: up ... you will be thought of him...

13. When Torah paints picture & describes him as in the future, the Rabbis gave us one for this criminal neglect:

when study Torah's obtuse, if then aware q.d. very soon, then became sensitive to wants, needs neighbor & pride feeling fellow-man. Torah is what can make a man thoughtful & considerate.

In Torah is opposite? Not best...